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despite her introverted and shy demeanor, however, when she acts as the, lain is revealed to be a very capable person who is comfortable with her own abilities and comfortable with the idea of taking risks. in the series' story, she is constantly on the lookout for something that will make her more important than herself and, while she is at
first unwilling to accept her responsibilities, she eventually begins to take on more and more responsibility. when lain is on the wired, she loses all her feelings and her personality becomes determined and aggressive. lain sees herself as a strict, cold, and unsympathetic tyrant who only cares about herself. she displays little regard for the
feelings of others, and her self-esteem is so low that she is unable to connect to the emotions of others. she hates the world that she thinks she lives in and has little regard for the rest of humanity. however, even though she lacks human emotions, lain can still feel sadness when people die. lain considers herself very lucky to be able to use
the wired, as it allows her to feel all of her emotions and gives her a sense of purpose. as the series progresses, she begins to feel as if she has more control over her life and this helps her to cope with her loneliness. additionally, her relationship with her beloved dog,, is a source of comfort, and she often takes great care of him. the
relationship between the two is a major component in lain's story as she feels the dog understands her and feels like he understands her thoughts. like lain, is a dog that has been modified to have a biological brain, and their relationship is shown to be very close. lain always carries with her a stuffed, which was originally a gift from, in the
hopes that it will help her feel like she's not alone. the stuffed dog has become an important part of lain's life and lain takes great care of it. while she often refers to it as 'the stuffed dog', it is known to most people as "lain's stuffed dog" or "lain's dog". lain often feels like she lives a life of isolation and loneliness, but the stuffed dog helps her
feel like she is not alone.
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lain is unable to handle her sudden death in the accident, and for a while, she becomes a comatose patient who is unable to speak or move, to the point that she thinks she's dead. she is brought to the hospital, where she soon begins to speak, but is barely coherent and unable to form words. since the accident, lain has been unable to trust
anyone, not even herself, and struggles with the decision of whether to trust her friends or not. in order to protect them, she is completely isolated from the outside world and is not sure how to handle her newfound freedom. in the anime, lain agrees to allow herself to be 'uploaded' by the united nations to a giant bank of supercomputers and

is able to recall her memories and abilities. the united nations, apparently having kept tabs on her, began uploading her to a number of people who, unlike her friends, took her more seriously and were more supportive. at the start of the anime, she has been living with a sort of amnesiac man named roy at a mansion in san francisco. her
memories are restored, and she becomes an instant celebrity as "the girl who was uploaded to the bank". she also receives a new body. lain is aware of her altered body and of her new abilities. she also knows that she is not the same as the lain of the wired, but she is not sure what to do about that. as a result of this, she becomes a running
gag in the anime; while she is aware of the fact that she is different, she is unable to understand why the others would accept her as lain while she is unable to accept herself as lain. despite this, lain seems to be happy at first and is very outgoing, but as the anime continues, it becomes obvious that this was only a temporary state of mind,
as lain begins to suffer from severe depression and ultimately becomes suicidal, which causes alice to intervene to save her, although she is unable to fully understand her friend's motives. she is unable to accept her new body, as she seems to have grown taller than her friends, which she considers to be weird and uncomfortable. she also

seems to be unable to accept her new friends, and believes them to be out to take advantage of her, and she feels she is trapped in a loveless relationship. she is unable to speak to her friends and seems to only have the body as a means to communicate, although she still has the ability to write. 5ec8ef588b
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